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The purpose of this monograph is to provide a uniform basis for design of flightworthy structure. It summarizes for use in space vehicle development the significant experience and knowledge accumulated in research, development, and operational programs to date. It can be used to improve consistency in design, efficiency of the design effort, and confidence in the structure. All monographs in this series employ the same basic format – three major sections preceded by a brief INTRODUCTION, Section 1, and complemented by a list of REFERENCES.

The STATE OF THE ART, Section 2, reviews and assesses current design practices and identifies important aspects of the present state of technology. Selected references are cited to supply supporting information. This section serves as a survey of the subject that provides background material and prepares a proper technological base for the CRITERIA and RECOMMENDED PRACTICES.

The CRITERIA, Section 3, state what rules, guides, or limitations must be imposed to ensure flightworthiness. The criteria can serve as a checklist for guiding a design or assessing its adequacy.

The RECOMMENDED PRACTICES, Section 4, state how to satisfy the criteria. Whenever possible, the best procedure is described; when this cannot be done, appropriate references are suggested. These practices, in conjunction with the criteria, provide guidance to the formulation of requirements for vehicle design and evaluation.
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TRANSPORTATION 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Most space vehicles and their major segments, such as stages, motors, or spacecraft, are moved several times during their service life by a variety of handling and transportation systems. During these movements, the space vehicle or its segments are subjected to loads which may be different from those of flight or other mission requirements. It is a desired design goal that allowable loads for a space vehicle be governed by flight loads and mission requirements rather than by transportation and handling. Therefore, transportation and handling loads must be predicted during design and, if necessary, attenuated to ensure that the design goal is met where feasible and that space vehicle structural damage does not occur.

Inadequate assessment of transportation and handling loads can lead to local damage to the space vehicle caused by insufficient load-bearing on the handling fixture or it can lead to fatigue failure in flight caused by accumulated damage from cyclic loads.

This monograph is concerned with the generation and presentation of criteria and recommended practices for the prediction and verification of transportation and handling loads for space vehicle structure and for monitoring these loads during transportation and handling of the vehicle or major vehicle segments. Elements of the transportation and handling systems and the forcing functions and associated loads are described. The forcing functions for common carriers and typical handling devices are assessed throughout the monograph and references for descriptions of the functions are cited from the limited amount of available literature.

The monograph is particularly concerned with the assessment of loads at the points where the space vehicle is supported during transportation and handling.

The magnitude of transportation and handling loads is influenced by such factors as the transportation and handling medium; type of handling fixture; transport vehicle speed; types of terrain; weather (changes in pressure or temperature, winds, etc.); and dynamics of the transportation modes or handling devices (accelerations, decelerations, and rotations of the transporter or handling device). Thus, these factors must be considered when predicting the loads for each proposed transportation and handling system and its operation.
When estimates of allowable loads are available, an initial selection is made of a transportation and handling system which it is roughly estimated does not generate loads that exceed the allowable loads nor appreciably affect the vehicle's fatigue life. After this initial selection, the loads imposed on the space vehicle by the selected transportation and handling system are predicted by one or more of the following analytical methods:

- Limit load factors (constant "g") based on accumulated experience in transportation and handling of many types of fragile cargo are used as input to support points of the space vehicle.

- Composite loads, synthesized from loads measured at the cargo loadbed of the appropriate type of transport vehicle during previous shipments with many types of cargo, are used as forcing-function inputs to a mathematical model of the space vehicle and that portion of the transportation or handling system between the space vehicle and the transport vehicle cargo loadbed.

- Loads measured on a similar space vehicle during shipment or handling with the same or similar transportation or handling system are scaled or extrapolated to the space vehicle of interest by an analysis using mathematical models of both systems.

- Loads from the environment external to the transportation or handling system are used as forcing-function inputs to a mathematical model of the space vehicle and its entire transportation or handling systems.

When the space vehicle and handling fixtures are designed and built, the estimated transportation and handling loads are often verified by test. In addition, the load histories of critical areas are often monitored during each handling and transportation period of the production vehicles to ascertain if the levels and cycles of loads have exceeded vehicle flightworthiness limits.

This monograph is closely related to other planned and published monographs in this series. In particular, a monograph is being prepared on the interaction of space vehicle structure with transportation and handling systems. It describes how the limitations of the transportation and handling systems and the effects of transportation and handling loads influence the design of space vehicle structure. Other monographs on the subjects of natural vibration modal analysis (ref. 1) and structural vibration prediction (ref. 2) are concerned with the response of structure to a variety of loads, including those caused by handling and transportation.
2. STATE OF THE ART

Transportation and handling loads encountered by space vehicles during shipment are extremely difficult to predict accurately because of the complex nature of the loadings and the lack of documented studies or recommended practices for their prediction. In spite of these shortcomings, safe shipments of space vehicles have been made with few reported structural failures or damage. Much of this success can be attributed to elaborate load-attenuation systems and the many restrictions that have been imposed to limit the induced loads. For some vehicles, special transporters have been developed to act as the load attenuation system. Also, detailed restrictions have been specified on speed and the condition of the medium through or on which the system travels. In many cases an observer or an escort has been required to accompany the space vehicle to ensure that these restrictions were observed. These measures are justified because of the highly specialized nature of the cargo and the cost of its replacement. In addition to the major goal of determining that transportation and handling loads do not cause structural damage, and, where feasible, do not affect design of the structure, the determination of transportation and handling loads is essential to the design of space vehicles for the following reasons:

- To aid in the selection of appropriate handling and transporting devices and their operational procedures

- To establish load-attenuation requirements for the design of transportation and handling devices or fixtures

- To provide necessary load inputs to compute space vehicle response and internal stresses at critical locations within the vehicle during transportation or handling

Transportation and handling loads that can affect space-vehicle design include dynamic (transient, periodic, random, or combinations thereof), quasi-static, and static loads resulting from the interactions shown in figure 1. Various combinations of the elements shown in figure 1 are possible. For example, the handling fixture and transportation device may be combined to form a transport trailer or transporter. The transporter itself may be loaded on a ship or airplane and thus serve as an elaborate handling fixture. Some transporters may transport the vehicle in a vertical position and become an integral part of the launching system as in the case of the Saturn V Apollo space vehicle. The loads are usually defined and assessed at the vehicle attachment points to facilitate comparisons between various transportation and handling systems and to ensure useful inputs for related analyses of structural vibration and structural response to mechanical shock.
Elements of System

1. Space vehicle or vehicle segment
2. Handling fixture
3. Transportation mode (train, truck, boat, airplane, helicopter)
   Note: Items 2 and 3 are often combined to form a transporter
4. Transportation medium (rail, road, water, air)
5. Handling devices (crane, forklift, elevator, etc.)

A. Loads input to space vehicle
B. Loads at loadbed of transport vehicle
C. Forcing function inputs from transportation medium
D. Loads from handling devices

Figure 1. — Schematic of transportation and handling systems and loads.

In most instances, however, the loads at the attachment points are not readily available and must be determined from inputs at other interfaces of the transportation or handling system, such as (1) the inputs (B in fig. 1) from the loadbed of the common carrier (a train, truck, barge, airplane, or helicopter), (2) the forcing inputs (C in fig. 1) from the medium on or through which the vehicle is transported (rail, road, water, or air) or (3) the inputs (D in fig. 1) from handling devices (cranes, forklifts, elevators, etc.).

The state of the art for predicting and verifying the transportation and handling loads on a space vehicle is presented in the following outline: (1) current methods for
predicting transportation and handling loads are summarized and appraised and the elements of these prediction methods are discussed; (2) the forcing function inputs from the various transportation and handling mediums are described and the sources and descriptions of forcing function inputs from the transport vehicle cargo loadbeds are given; and (3) the procedures utilized and measurements needed to verify transportation and handling loads and to monitor these loads on shipments of production space vehicles are discussed.

2.1 Prediction Methods for Transportation and Handling Loads

An early approach was to design the space vehicle without regard to the transportation and handling loads and then design a protective system to limit the induced loads to desired levels. A prototype of the space vehicle was fabricated and submitted to tests which simulated operations with the transportation vehicles and handling systems under consideration and the loads were monitored. Suitable load-attenuation systems were then designed and/or operating restrictions imposed to limit the loads to specified levels. Although this approach has proven adequate, it is costly and time consuming. Another disadvantage of this approach is that the space vehicle structure cannot be readily modified if the transportation and handling loads cannot be adequately attenuated.

Several methods for predicting and estimating the loads to be encountered by space vehicles or their major segments during transportation and handling are in general use and have proven adequate when supported by test measurements on a prototype system. Generally, the simplest available approach is employed. The selection of a particular analytical method depends on such factors as the nature of the space vehicle and the transportation system chosen, and whether they are a new design or are similar to other vehicles and transportation systems for which measured loads data are available. These factors are discussed in the following sections.

Each of these analytical methods for predicting transportation and handling loads requires the formulation of a mathematical model. The formulation of this model is influenced by the desired accuracy and frequency range of the computed loads, the nature of the input loading, and the available knowledge of the space vehicle structure and the transportation or handling system. For successful mathematical modeling, the structural stiffness and mass distributions and the boundary conditions of the space vehicle and transportation and handling devices are given careful attention.

The basic methods for formulating mathematical models of the space vehicle and transportation systems are the same as those for natural vibration modal analysis or for
vibration response prediction. These methods are discussed in detail in references 1, 2, and 3 and are particularly applicable for modeling the space vehicle. Experience with modeling transportation systems, however, has usually shown that certain components in the system are difficult to model (e.g., tires, shock absorbers, mechanisms with friction, leaf springs, coupling devices on rail cars, and oleo struts). Because these components must be modeled successfully to obtain valid answers, tests must often be run as part of the model development. Further, these components are often nonlinear; for example, tires leave the ground, and the resistance of dampers is different in extension and in compression.

Models of complete systems using road transport are given in references 4 and 5. More simple models of the road transport vehicles are given in references 6 and 7. Mathematical models of rail vehicles are given in references 8 and 9. Similarly, mathematical models for ships are given in references 10 and 11. An example of a mathematical model of an airplane that could be used to calculate the acceleration loads at the cargo floor is given in reference 12. Mathematical models of missile handling systems are given in references 13 and 14.

In each of the analytical prediction techniques for transportation and handling loads, the model of the system and the input forcing functions are both incorporated in the equations of motion which describe the dynamics of the system during transportation or handling. These equations of motion can be solved to obtain the transportation or handling loads in terms of input acceleration at the space vehicle attachment points. From such accelerations the response of the vehicle to its transportation or handling environment may be obtained. Examples of equations of motion formulated for a number of transportation and handling systems can be found in the references of the preceding paragraph.

2.1.1 Analysis Using Limit Load Factors

The simplest approach for predicting transportation and handling loads is to specify the loads in terms of constant "g" or peak, limit load factors. The limit load factors used are based largely on the accumulated experience in transporting and handling many types of fragile cargo. A summary of typical limit load factors (ref. 15) is shown in table 1. Limit load factors for handling operations are also given in reference 15.

A disadvantage of the limit load factor technique is that it does not provide a basis for evaluating the accumulative effect of repeated loads of varying magnitudes and frequencies. The major advantage of this technique is that transportation and handling loads may be considered in the early stages of space vehicle design when the structure is not well defined. Although this approach may still be used for missiles and small space vehicles, it would be used only for the preliminary design of most of NASA's unique and expensive space vehicles.
TABLE 1. — TRANSPORTATION LIMIT LOAD FACTORS
[From ref. 15]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medium/mode</th>
<th>Longitudinal load factors, ( g )</th>
<th>Lateral load factors, ( g )</th>
<th>Vertical load factors, ( g )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>( \pm 0.5 )</td>
<td>( \pm 2.5 )</td>
<td>( \pm 2.5 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air</td>
<td>( \pm 3.0 )</td>
<td>( \pm 1.5 )</td>
<td>( \pm 3.0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ground</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truck</td>
<td>( \pm 3.5 )</td>
<td>( \pm 2.0 )</td>
<td>( \pm 6.0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rail (humping shocks)</td>
<td>( \pm 6.0 ) to ( \pm 30.0 )</td>
<td>( \pm 2.0 ) to ( \pm 5.0 )</td>
<td>( \pm 4.0 ) to ( \pm 15.0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rail (rolling)</td>
<td>( \pm 0.25 ) to ( \pm 3.0 )</td>
<td>( \pm 0.25 ) to ( \pm 0.75 )</td>
<td>( \pm 0.2 ) to ( \pm 3.0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slow-moving dolly</td>
<td>( \pm 1.0 )</td>
<td>( \pm 0.75 )</td>
<td>( \pm 2.0 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.1.2 Analysis of Partial System with Composite Loadbed Inputs

Another method for predicting transportation and handling loads on a space vehicle imposes the forcing functions caused by the motions of the cargo floor or loadbed of the transport vehicle or handling device on a partial system consisting of the space vehicle and its handling fixture. Such forcing functions are composites of the loadbed inputs measured during the travel of a transportation or handling device such as a common carrier, crane, forklift, or elevator. The measured load values are compiled and used as forcing-function inputs to a mathematical model of the space vehicle and its handling fixture; the desired responses and loads on the space vehicle are calculated from this model. The portion of the transport vehicle or handling device that lies below the cargo loadbed may also be represented in the mathematical model if the space vehicle and its handling fixture significantly affect the motion of the loadbed.

Under ideal conditions, composite loadbed data would be generated from measurements at the desired locations during the travel of the system under consideration through actual operating environments. In practice, such specific information is seldom available and it becomes necessary to estimate loadbed effects by grouping a large amount of data obtained from the loadbeds of systems operating under a variety of loading and operating conditions. This approach tends to yield conservative estimates because the magnitude of the loadings is overestimated. This approach is also limited because few data are available for loads measured on transport vehicle loadbeds during the transportation and handling of space vehicles or their major components.
Some of the reasons for this scarcity of data are that (1) the primary interest has been in monitoring loads and responses at the space vehicle rather than loads at the loadbed; (2) the purpose of monitoring and surveillance of transportation and handling operations has been to limit load levels imposed on a specific system rather than to generate typical data; (3) data that are generated are usually considered proprietary; and (4) the systems that have been monitored are unique so that generalization of data has been difficult.

In spite of these obstacles, measurements on several systems have been reported. Moreover, loadbed data are available from extensive measurement programs which have been conducted to determine the shock and vibration loads for general cargo during transportation by commercial type vehicles and for typical handling operations. Although not directly applicable to the shipment of space vehicles, such information can be useful.

References 16 and 17 summarize the data available in 1967. Data reduction techniques and instrumentation are also described in these references. A review of transportation and handling data employed by missile manufacturers prior to 1962 is presented in reference 18.

Acceleration frequency spectrum curves for the four major modes of transportation are shown in figure 2. These curves envelop the maximum reported vertical accelerations measured on the cargo floor for all types of commercial vehicles traveling normal routes. The curves represent a composite of a great number of loads, systems, and operating conditions. For a particular system, the levels shown will only exist for discrete frequencies and for a specific condition, as discussed in detail in references 16 and 17.

The composite loadbed data method is a convenient, moderate-effort method for preliminary estimates of transportation and handling loads. Conservative results are usually obtained from composite loadbed curves like figure 2, but less conservative estimates are obtained from curves restricted to data generated from the particular type of transportation system under consideration for a given vehicle design. Also, when the transportation vehicle or handling system is large compared to the space vehicle, the transported vehicle usually has little effect on cargo floor motion, and the composite loadbed method of prediction results in very accurate estimates of the transportation and handling loads.

In any case, estimates obtained by the composite loadbed method will generally provide guidance on the need for further load definition. If, for example, the loads predicted by this method are less than the space vehicle allowable loads, further evaluation of the transportation and handling loads is generally unnecessary. However,
Figure 2. – Transport vehicle composite loadbed data.
predictions of loads in excess of allowable loads by this method are usually substantiated by a more comprehensive prediction approach, such as the dynamic full-system analysis discussed in Section 2.1.4.

2.1.3 Scaling and Extrapolation from Similar System Experience

A third method of predicting the transportation and/or handling loads is based on the use of previously measured data from an analogous system, usually a similar space vehicle and the same transportation or handling system. In addition to the measured loads, a knowledge of the structural characteristics of the system for which the measurements were recorded is required. The source of excitation is assumed to be the same for both the previous and the new system, and the measured data are adjusted to account for any change in the structural characteristics of the new system. This technique is particularly useful in estimating loads for a system developed with only size, or capacity, and/or minor structural changes from a previous design.

In this approach, the previous system is analyzed using the actual data measured on the space vehicle as the system response and working backward into the transportation system to compute the basic forcing function. Depending upon the degree of similarity between the previous and the new systems, the forcing function may be defined at the points where the space vehicle is attached to its handling fixture, at the points where the handling fixture is attached to the transport vehicle, or even at the interface between the system and the transportation medium (see fig. 1). The computed basic forcing function is then used as the forcing function input to a mathematical dynamic model of the new system which is usually the model of the previously developed system. The extent of the modeling and analyses depends upon the degree of similarity between the systems and the detail of load definition required. Methods of applying data recorded on one transport vehicle/load combination to other loads which might be carried on the same transport vehicle are discussed in references 19 and 20.

Of the four approaches, this method provides the most accurate predictions of the transportation and handling loads but requires very detailed information. Data useful for this technique have not been published in generally available literature. Information such as the detailed description of the mathematical model of the previous similar system must be sought in internal company reports or through the users of the previous system.

2.1.4 Analysis of Full System with Transportation Medium Inputs

The fourth prediction method emphasizes the dynamic load response and transfer characteristics of the entire moving system - the space vehicle, the handling fixture, and the transport vehicle or handling device. The inputs to the mathematical dynamic
The model used in this approach are primarily the forcing functions generated by the transportation or handling medium (e.g., the road or rail profile) coupled with the velocity of the moving system. The development of the mathematical model requires detailed information on the mass and stiffness distributions of each element of the system so that the model and the attendant equations of motion acceptably approximate the dynamics of the actual system. The system is subjected to known input forcing functions and the input loads at the vehicle attachment points are computed.

The approach of full-system analysis with transportation-medium inputs is particularly applicable to new or extensively modified systems for which no applicable data are available. It is also employed when transportation and handling loads have been judged critical by preliminary analysis and detailed load definition is required. If the load inputs are distributed over several points, this method of analysis will provide the time and phase relationship of the loads. A disadvantage of this analysis is that it may require the development of a complex mathematical model.

A major part of this method of estimating transportation and handling loads is an accurate determination of the input forcing function or excitation to the model from the transportation medium (C in fig. 1). Unfortunately, there is little published information on these inputs. The sources of excitations to the various types of transport vehicles and handling devices and the means for determining these inputs are discussed in the following section.

### 2.2 Inputs from Excitation Sources

The accuracy with which the transportation and handling loads on the vehicle are predicted by any of the preceding methods depends on the accuracy of specification of inputs from excitation sources. Published data giving the input loadings from various excitation sources are quite limited. In the following subsections, various excitation sources are discussed, their input loads are summarized and assessed, and references to input loads data are given.

#### 2.2.1 Inputs from Transportation Mediums or Handling Devices

Each of the transportation mediums — road, rail, air, and water — is a source of input forcing function loads to transport vehicles moving over or through the medium. These inputs exist simultaneously with other inputs and together become the input load sources for transport vehicles and handling devices.
2.2.1.1 Inputs to Road Transport Vehicles

The sources of excitation for road transporters can be categorized as both internal and external. However, internal excitations, the vibrations caused by the engine, transmission and drive assembly, wheel unbalance, and shimmy, can be limited to low levels by careful design and maintenance of the transport vehicle and therefore do not contribute significantly to the system load environment; in fact many transporters are towed and therefore do not have engine and drive assemblies as sources of excitation. The principal external excitation results from road irregularities. Other external excitations result from starting, stopping, turning, docking, and wind loadings. Starting and stopping excitation inputs to the system can be determined from the braking and starting characteristics of the vehicle. The maximum speed and minimum turning radius establish maximum inputs during turning. Docking inputs are determined by the force of impact with the dock, which can be controlled to a large degree by the vehicle operator. Local weather conditions and the drag coefficient of the exposed system establish wind inputs.

By means of operating restrictions and special handling instructions that can be given to the equipment operators, excitations from starting, stopping, turning, and docking can be controlled to acceptable levels. Criteria for wind and thermal environments during transportation and handling are discussed in reference 21.

The determination of excitations caused by road irregularities is more complex than those due to the other sources and therefore of more concern. Numerous systems have been developed to measure road roughness (refs. 22 to 24) but very few detailed data have been published. A description of some road profile measuring systems, their operating principles and procedures, and methods for reducing measured data for use in vehicle response analyses is given in reference 24.

Descriptions of road-profile measurements of concrete and bituminous roads in West Germany and Arizona are presented in reference 4. Typical data (ref. 4) on power spectral density or displacement density given in m\(^2\)/rad/m (ft\(^2\)/rad/ft) versus the reduced frequency given in rad/m (rad/ft) derived from road measurements are presented in figure 3. These results were obtained with a slope integrating system that measured the generated angle between a vertical line and the perpendicular to a line between the points at which two wheels, some distance apart, touched the road surface. The curves can be converted to displacement spectral density m\(^2\)/Hz (ft\(^2\)/Hz) versus frequency (Hz) by multiplying the ordinate and abscissa by the speed of the vehicle and dividing by 2\(\pi\). Application of these data to a dynamic model of a missile transportation vehicle is also described in reference 4. Power-spectral density was used as the forcing function to determine the root-mean-square (rms) response. For transient response analyses, the actual road profile was used as an input to determine maximum payload response. The two analyses correlated well with field measurements.
Figure 3. - Road power-spectral densities
To compensate for the lack of measured data of road surface profiles, one investigator developed (ref. 5) the generalized classification of road roughness shown in table II. The road profile is assumed to consist of a washboard course and individual bumps. The washboard course is set at the critical wavelength — the wave length that gives the greatest input into the vehicle. The washboards are usually spaced so that all or most of the axles reach the top of the boards at the same time. The critical frequencies are then obtained by moving a vehicle over the course at various speeds. The course is sufficiently long to develop maximum response in the lowest system mode. The heights of the washboard and bumps are given in the table in terms of probability of occurrence. Use of this road-roughness classification has given conservative estimates of cargo response.

**TABLE II. — ROAD ROUGHNESS CLASSIFICATION**

[From ref. 5]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of road encountered</th>
<th>Low probability of occurrence (a)</th>
<th>High probability of occurrence (b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sinusoidal washboard amplitude, cm (c) (d)</td>
<td>Single bump amplitude, cm (c) (d)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary and secondary roads with rigid or flexible pavement that are well constructed and maintained</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>3.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paved primary and secondary roads with average maintenance; or well constructed unpaved roads with good maintenance</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>5.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary roads that are flexibly paved and poorly maintained, and unpaved roads</td>
<td>5.08</td>
<td>10.16 (chuckhole)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a* Low probability of occurrence indicates levels will be encountered only for a long service life (> 160 934 Km or 100 000 miles).

*b* High probability of occurrence indicates levels will be encountered even in a short service life (<16 093 Km or 10 000 miles).

*c* Washboard will be of critical wavelength and of sufficient length to develop maximum response of lowest mode in the system. Vehicles will be designed for these road roughness criteria at all speeds within the vehicle normal operating range.

*d* 1 cm = 0.3937 in.
2.2.1.2 Inputs to Rail Transport Vehicles

The major sources of vertical excitation to railroad transport vehicles are rail roughness (or rail profile), discontinuities at the rail joints, and elasticity of the rail roadbed. Lateral excitation is induced by the tapered wheel treads which cause the trucks to hunt or oscillate between the rails and by the wheel flanges striking the rail head. Lateral and vertical sources of excitation are discussed in detail in references 25 and 26. Longitudinal excitation is caused by railroad-car switching or coupling operations and by slack run-outs and run-ins which occur when there is a take-up of slack in the couplers on starting, stopping, or varying speed. Very few data on rail profiles have been published. Reference 25 discusses some unpublished statistical studies which show that the frequency spectra of irregularities in typical tracks exhibit some predictable relationships between frequency and amplitude; for example, the displacement amplitude decreases as spatial frequency increases.

Instrumentation has been developed to measure the vertical, lateral, and cross-elevation characteristics of rail profiles. Two of these rail-profile measuring systems are described in references 27 and 28. Measurements of the rail profiles, however, are generally complicated by the elasticity of the rail and road bed. Because the inputs required for the mathematical model of a transportation system using a rail transport vehicle are the undisturbed track profile, plus the characteristics of the road bed, the deflection of the rail caused by the weight of the vehicle containing the measuring system must be accounted for. If the measuring system vehicle is similar to the transportation system vehicle under consideration, the dynamic track profile can be used as the input to the model. The dynamic characteristics of the rail and roadbed combination are also required inputs for the model. Measurement of these parameters is discussed in reference 27.

A measurement technique in which the rail measurements include the response of the rail tie and soil to the traversing rail car is described in reference 8. Since the information relevant to load evaluation is the absolute vertical and lateral motion of the contact point between the rail car and the rail, this technique calls for measurement of axle accelerations. Frequency components, acceleration levels, and the time histories generated from measurements of this type remained essentially constant for differing test sites and rail cars. Acceleration envelopes were derived from data measured on rail cars having individual wheel loads ranging from 7575 to 11885 kg (16700 to 26200 pounds). The variation in the wheel load did not affect the system load environment and, accordingly, it appears that the developed data are applicable to other rail cars having wheel loads within or near this range. Measured response showed good correlation with response predicted on the basis of data developed using this measurement technique.
Application of axle-acceleration-measurement data to a dynamic model of a missile/transporter system is described in reference 8. Dynamic modeling of rail-car systems to determine lateral stability caused by track discontinuities (joints) is described in reference 9.

The longitudinal excitation caused by slack run-out or run-in depends on the length of the train and the position of the car in the train. Cars in short trains, or cars close to the locomotive in long trains, encounter the lowest shocks. Run-out and run-in effects are discussed in reference 29.

A major reason for the infrequent use of rail cars for transporting space vehicles is the severe loadings which can occur during coupling operations. The excitation occurring during rail-car coupling is a transient phenomena and depends upon the speed of impact, the configuration of cars impacted, and the undercarriage design of the car in the system being evaluated. Evaluation of this excitation is based on establishing a reasonable speed for actual impacts (a summary of measured impact speeds is presented in reference 16). A dynamic model of the Minuteman missile/transporter used for longitudinal-impact analyses is described in reference 30. Analytical results for various impact velocities showed good correlation with measured loads.

### 2.2.1.3 Inputs to Air Transport Vehicles

Sources of excitation to aircraft can be local or distributed; they are discussed in detail in reference 31. Local excitations include the forces applied by the ground during taxi, take-off, and landing as well as those caused by the power plants at their attachment points. Significant local excitation of the fuselage occurs at the blade passage frequency on propeller-driven aircraft, whereas excitation on jet-powered aircraft is random in nature. Distributed excitations are those which are spatially distributed over the surface of the aircraft and include the aerodynamic forces applied to the structure by the surrounding air, such as acoustic, aerodynamic (flutter and buffeting), and gust excitations.

Gust excitation has received considerable attention in evaluating air-transport loads on a space vehicle. Indirect measurements of gusts have been made by recording the accelerations of aircraft during flights in turbulent air (ref. 32). The measured data are converted to a derived gust velocity by an empirical formula relating rigid-body accelerations of the aircraft to gust velocity. The formula includes an arbitrary factor to account for differences in wing chord and pitching effects among aircraft. Thus, the derived gust velocity obtained for one aircraft can be used to compute accelerations for other aircraft. Statistics on derived gust velocity are presented in reference 32. Reference 33 documents an attempt to include dynamic effects and extend this concept of gust evaluation from rigid bodies to flexible bodies by mathematically flying the flexible aircraft through gusts of different duration and velocity profiles.
A method to account for atmospheric turbulence on a continuous rather than a discrete-gust basis is given in reference 34. This reference also presents data on atmospheric-turbulence measurements in clear air, cumulus clouds, and thunderstorms; calculated and experimentally determined airplane transfer functions; and analytical procedures for determining aircraft response based on power-spectral techniques.

Local excitations during taxi and take-off can be determined from runway and taxi-surface profile measurements made with the same instrumentation systems used in measuring road profiles. A bibliography of runway roughness studies is given in reference 34. Reference 35 presents data for several airport runways. The response of several turbojet airplanes to runway roughness is presented in reference 36.

Landing forces can be determined by measurement of the vertical rate of descent or sinking speed at the time of impact. Sinking speeds measured on cargo aircraft are presented in reference 31.

2.2.1.4 Inputs to Water Transport Vehicles

Major ship excitations result from rough seas and "slamming" which occurs when the bow rises out of the water and subsequently impacts it again. Other dynamic excitations of a ship include (1) the simple harmonic excitations resulting from unbalanced propellers and shafting or by reciprocating engines, (2) the varying hydrodynamic excitations caused by rotation of the propellers in a nonuniform wake, and (3) the varying wave forces in heavy seas. These sources of excitation are discussed in detail in reference 10.

The excitations caused by machinery and propellers are generally much lower than slamming or wave excitations. Excitation caused by waves is determined by measurements of the form, height, and length of the waves. Statistical data describing ocean waves can be found in reference 37.

The development of a dynamic model for describing ship response to waves and impulsive loads is discussed in references 11 and 38. In the analysis of the dynamic model, the buoyancy and added-mass effects which vary with the motions of the ship must be considered in evaluating forces applied by the water. The inertia and viscosity effects of the water are accounted for by the added mass, which can be calculated for various ship profiles by a procedure presented in reference 10.

2.2.1.5 Inputs to Handling Devices

The excitations caused by handling are difficult to predict primarily because they are largely caused by the human element. A system can receive a sudden push or pull or be
dropped as a result of human error, accident, or expediency. Thus, the significant handling loads that can occur during operations such as hoisting, jacking, and assembly are apt to be accidental. The magnitude of such loads depends largely on the training and skill of the personnel involved and the equipment being used. Special handling instructions and procedures and an observer can help to limit these loads.

The normal handling excitations can usually be determined from the performance (e.g., torque, acceleration, lifting and lowering speeds, and braking characteristics) of the handling equipment under consideration. Predictions of significant excitations from the human element must be based on some assumed height of possible vertical drop and/or on some assumed lateral and longitudinal impact velocity. Typical accidental drop heights for various containers are presented in references 17 and 18. Space vehicles, however, are not usually designed for accidents and therefore the experience accumulated in handling them is used in estimating handling load inputs.

References 13 and 14, describe models of missile handling systems for the Polaris missiles and also give some realistic values of inputs from handling devices to the system. The handling equipment consisted of a missile container, a shock-isolation system, a cable, and a crane. The models were analyzed to determine missile response and to establish impact forces for various lowering velocities and inertia forces for various cable accelerations.

In many of the current space vehicle handling systems, the space vehicle is loaded on or off the transporter by means of a roll-on/roll-off mechanism with the transporter itself providing the lowering or elevating capability (refs. 39 and 40). This procedure effectively eliminates the possibility of the system being dropped or handled roughly during this type of transfer.

2.2.2 Inputs from Loadbed Measurements

2.2.2.1 Inputs Road Transport Loadbed Inputs

Loadbed measurements have been reported for several road transporters. Reference 39 presents data recorded on two special land transporters developed for the Saturn S-IV stage. On one of the transporters, vibrations occurred at a frequency of 1.6 Hz with a maximum vertical acceleration level of 0.6 g. The other transporter had a characteristic frequency of 1.8 Hz at the same acceleration level. The frequency of occurrence of the vibration levels for both transporters is presented in reference 39. The transporters were towed at low speeds (approximately 10 miles per hour) to minimize the induced loads. These transporters are typical of most space vehicle transporters because they produce relatively low-level accelerations and low-frequency inputs. Because of the relatively large amplitude of motion at these low frequencies, an observer
accompanying the system estimated visually whether the space vehicle response was excessive, and if so, requested a reduction in speed until the motion had attenuated.

Data recorded during transportation of the Ranger 8 and Surveyor spacecraft by air-suspension trailer vans are presented in references 41 and 42. Shock spectra and power-spectral densities of the measured data are presented for rough and smooth highways for three different locations in the van. Only measurements in the vertical direction are given. The report states that values in the longitudinal and transverse directions were as much as 40-percent less than the vertical measurements; however, these levels may still be important. The vertical acceleration at the van floor rarely exceeded 1-g peak. A significant variation in acceleration levels recorded between two supposedly identical vans indicated that each transporter must be qualified individually.

Reference 43 presents data measured during road transportation of a 3.05-m (120-in.) diameter solid-propellant vehicle segment. The transportation vehicle was a low-bed trailer 3.35-m (11-ft) wide, with a $6 \times 10^4$ kg (60-ton) capacity. The reference gives representative acceleration data and forcing frequencies for each part of the trip, including a sudden stop on an incline. The vertical acceleration levels ranged from 0.2 to 0.4 g at frequencies from 2 to 6 Hz.

Reference 40 presents loadbed measurements made during shipment of Polaris motors, including measurements of maximum vertical accelerations for various road conditions and speeds. Vibrations occurred at frequencies of 1 and 10 Hz. The transporter was a semitrailer van with an inner structural-support box suspended on air springs.

Additional data describing measured loads on commercial road carriers are presented in references 16 to 18. References 16 and 17 summarize the data available up to the time of publication (1967). The documents present the maximum load levels likely to be encountered on commercial carriers and discuss the state of the art in data-reduction techniques.

An extensive program for measuring the loads encountered on a flatbed tractor-trailer combination is described in reference 19. Representative samples of loads measured on the cargo floor of the vehicle are presented for various road conditions, vehicle speeds, and locations. Typical tractor-trailer loadbed data are presented in table III in terms of the probability distribution of acceleration as a function of narrow bands of frequency. The composite plots account for the probabilities of encountering various road types and road speeds in a typical transcontinental trip. The data showed that the environment over most roads consists of a low-level complex vibration upon which a great number of repetitive shock pulses are superimposed. Similar data are presented in reference 44 for a 2-1/2 ton flatbed truck.
### TABLE III. – LOADBED DATA FOR A SEMI-TRAILER TRUCK COMBINATION

[From ref. 19]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>O-Peak acceleration, g</th>
<th>Probability of occurrence in percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0005</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00005</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.000005</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0000005</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00000005</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.000000005</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0000000005</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00000000005</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.000000000005</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0000000000005</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00000000000005</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.000000000000005</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0000000000000005</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00000000000000005</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.000000000000000005</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0000000000000000005</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00000000000000000005</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.000000000000000000005</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0000000000000000000005</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
This summary accounts for probability of occurrence of road speeds and road types encountered in a typical transcontinental trip.

The circled values are those which may be considered to be shocks. The uncircled values are those considered to be vibration.

Total peak accelerations used in this summary: 2 253 493

(Probability less than 0.1% is not reported)

Overall trip composite amplitude distribution for a loaded truck, vertical axis (front, center and aft locations)

### 2.2.2.2 Rail Transport Loadbed Inputs

Loadbed measurements have been made on rail transporters for both over-the-road operation and coupling. All phenomena except the shock motions caused by coupling are considered to be occurring during the over-the-road operations.

**Over-The-Road Load Measurements.** Results of tests conducted during shipment of a solid-rocket-motor segment are reported in reference 43, including data on maximum accelerations and frequencies imposed on the transporter and the rocket segment for each phase of the trip. The highest accelerations were caused by the inherent slack built into each coupler. Track and roadbed inputs did not produce any maximum-load parameter values because of speed restrictions imposed by the carriers when traveling over adverse road conditions. The fundamental frequency recorded for the lateral axis was 2 to 7 Hz, 5 to 10 Hz for the longitudinal axis, and 5 to 20 Hz for the vertical axis with a frequency of 40 to 100 Hz superimposed on the basic frequencies. The maximum vertical acceleration recorded on the transporter was 1.8 g; it was produced...
by a slack run-in. Although the loads were applied in the longitudinal direction, the highest accelerations were recorded in the vertical direction.

Reference 8 presents data recorded during rail movement of the Minuteman missile in a special soft-ride car, the Minuteman Rail Transporter. The truck suspension system of this transporter consists of a combination air and coil spring for shock isolation in the vertical direction and a pendulum system with snubbers for shock isolation in the lateral direction. Shock isolation is provided in the longitudinal direction by a sliding center sill and a hydraulic cushioning device. Because the Minuteman train was short, longitudinal levels were low (shocks during coupling were considered the only significant longitudinal loads). The Minuteman Rail Transporter provided an order-of-magnitude reduction in load levels on the missile.

Reference 40 presents data on measurements made during rail shipment of Polaris motors, including accelerations recorded on the floor of the transporter and at various locations on the motors. Maximum levels for various events are described. The maximum vertical acceleration (1.7 g on the transporter and 1.4 g on the motors) occurred during a slack take-up. The maximum longitudinal acceleration (2.0 g on the transporter and 1.6 g on one of the motors) occurred during the same event.

References 16 and 17 present additional data describing over-the-roadbed operations including (1) envelope curves which show the maximum levels reported for all types of suspension systems, road conditions, and speeds in terms of zero-to-peak acceleration versus frequency and (2) envelope curves which show the effect of train speed and direction of measurement (longitudinal, vertical, and lateral). Statistical data describing the rail-transport vibration environment are presented in reference 45. Data similar to that presented in table III are given for load measurements in the vertical, transverse, and longitudinal axes. The loaded environment (ref. 45) consists of random low-amplitude vibrations with a number of repetitive transients superimposed in the low-frequency ranges. The very low frequencies were composed almost entirely of transients. In the longitudinal and transverse axes, 50 percent or more of the peaks were below 0.01 g; in the vertical direction the mean acceleration was less than 0.05 g.

**Coupling Load Measurements.** A major source of shock in railroad transporters is the coupling operation. Although very low impact speeds 0.9 m/sec (2 mph) are necessary for automatic coupling operations, speeds greater than 4.5 m/sec (10 mph) have been observed. Data on impact speeds observed during switching operations are presented in reference 16 in the form of probabilities of exceeding a given impact speed. Data recorded during impact tests with a 10^5 kg (100-ton) capacity hydrocushion car carrying a solid-rocket-motor segment are presented in reference 43. Tests were conducted with systems weighing from 31 475 to 112 000 kg (69 400 to 247 000 lb) and with a car having a 50.8-cm (20-in.) travel hydrocushion. Measured accelerations
on the transporter ranged up to 2.27 g in the longitudinal direction, 2.90 g in the vertical direction, and 0.59 g in the lateral direction for impact speeds up to 4.5 m/sec (10 mph).

Data recorded during rail-coupling impact tests of a system for transporting Polaris motors is reported in reference 40. The system tested consisted of a refrigerated van containing first- and second-stage motors mounted in an internal container that was supported and restrained by an air flotation system. The maximum longitudinal acceleration (3.95 g on the van and 1.12 g on one of the motors) occurred during a 4.32 m/sec (9.67 mph) impact. Data for other impact speeds, measurement locations, and directions are also given.

Reference 16 presents additional rail-coupling impact data in terms of shock spectra of the cargo floor for various impact speeds and directions (longitudinal, lateral, and vertical) and for both a standard and high-capacity (cushioned) coupling device. Shock spectra for the traditional worst case, the 4.92 m/sec (11 mph) impact, are presented in reference 45 and compared to shock spectra for other events such as a nominal 0.9 to 2.25 m/sec (2 to 5 mph) coupling and the crossing of railroad tracks and switches. It is shown that at some frequencies, the 4.92 m/sec coupling is as much as two orders of magnitude higher than the usual or normal events.

2.2.2.3 Air Transport Loadbed Inputs

Measurements recorded during air transport of the Saturn S-IV stage are presented in references 16 and 39. The loads were measured on the Pregnant Guppy, a conversion of the 4-engine Boeing 377 Stratocruiser that was modified specifically for transporting large space vehicles. Measured loads are reported for the forward and aft stations where the space vehicle is supported in the aircraft. Statistical distribution of the composite acceleration records are presented for take-off, climb, and cruise conditions. The fundamental frequencies reported for each of these conditions are 67, 60, and 51 Hz, respectively. These frequencies correspond to the blade passage frequencies. The results of harmonic analysis of data recorded during take-off are also given in the references. Landing loads were found to be extremely low unless prop reversal was used for braking. Data describing vehicle response to loads are also presented.

Summaries of loads recorded on the cargo decks of various aircraft commonly used for transporting space vehicles or vehicle segments are presented in reference 16. Composite curves are presented for propeller (turbine- and reciprocating-engine driven), helicopter, and jet aircraft. Vertical, lateral, and longitudinal components of loads are given for the C-123, C-130, C-133, 377PG, KC-135, and H-37 aircraft. The curves presented are composites of data for all operating conditions and therefore represent the maximum levels likely to be encountered.
Reference 46 presents measurements of the environment on the cargo deck and on the outer skin near the cargo hook of the HH43 helicopter. It gives the probability distribution of the acceleration amplitude peaks as a function of narrow bands of frequency. The HH43 helicopter is powered by a turboshaft engine which drives two contrarotating rotors. Motor starts, rotor engagement, and straight and level cruise were of little significance in inducing loads when compared to hover, climb, and high-speed events. Data showed both random and damped sinusoidal characteristics. Rotation of one rotor blade causes a sinusoidal excitation which begins to decay but is reinforced by the next blade. The engine and air movement generate random excitations.

### 2.2.2.4 Water Transport Loadbed Inputs

Measurements of the loads encountered during shipment of the Saturn S-IV stage by ship and barge are presented in reference 39. For the ship, the only loads of significance occurred during rough weather. The periods of measured accelerations ranged from 4 to 10 seconds per cycle. Composite accelerations were less than 0.35-g vertical, 0.22-g lateral, and 0.15-g longitudinal. For the ocean-going barge, the primary environment consisted of gentle swells causing low-level accelerations, with periods ranging from 4 seconds to 12 seconds. During one shipment, strong winds produced an 8 to 10 foot wave; the draft of the barge slammed the water and induced responses in the barge and transporter at 9 Hz. The acceleration levels reached 0.8 g in the vertical direction.

Reference 16 summarizes data on transient and continuous vibrations from numerous measurements on various types of ships. The transient vibrations include those which occur during emergency maneuvers and slamming. Measurements recorded in the cargo area of ships are generally too few to define the cargo-area load environment adequately. Extensive measurements have been made on the fantail, where the severest load environment exists on a ship. These measurements are used to establish upper bounds for loads. Envelope curves in reference 16 show the maximum reported acceleration levels as a function of frequency. Data are also presented in this reference to show the effect of sea state for two different ship lengths. Also shown are the acceleration levels measured in the various directions (longitudinal, lateral, and vertical) and the effect of maneuvers on loadings.

Rolling and pitching of a transport ship result in quasi-static loads parallel to the ship’s deck. Transport ships may roll up to 30 degrees from the vertical (ref. 47); at this angle significant lateral loading can be imposed on the space vehicle. Angular acceleration, and consequently rotational load factors, of ships are extremely low because of the long roll and pitch periods of approximately 15 to 30 seconds in roll and 6 to 9 seconds in pitch. In addition to the lateral load component during severe rolling or
pitching, water may wash over the ship's deck and produce severe loads on cargo located on the deck.

2.2.2.5 Handling Devices Loadbed Inputs

Loads imposed on the space vehicle or vehicle segments during handling operations such as transfers, loading, and unloading are generally very low because these operations are preplanned and closely monitored, and the equipment operators exercise extreme caution. Special handling systems, e.g., roll-on and roll-off systems, also contribute to low load levels. For these reasons little data on handling loads have been reported. Only when an accident occurs are handling-system loads significant. However, space vehicles are not normally designed for this contingency.

Reference 40 reports the loads encountered during the transfer of a flexi-van containing Polaris motors from a truck to a railroad car. The transfer consisted of the removal of the rear wheels from a container van and the transfer of the van onto a hydraulic platform of the freight car. During the transfer operation, the maximum loads recorded on the van were a 1.3 g vertical shock with a duration of 40 milliseconds and a 1.3 g vertical vibration at a frequency of 10 Hz.

Maximum vertical acceleration recorded during handling and transfer operation of the Saturn S-IV stage with a crane and cable system was 0.60 g. During one of the transfers, however, the forward end of the vehicle was dropped 7.62 cm (3 in.) because the crane operator thought the vehicle was already firmly on the ground. The severest vertical acceleration level induced by this drop was 0.94 g at the forward attachment-point cradle. Reference 17 presents a shock-spectra envelope for this event covering the shock spectra computed from measurements recorded at various critical locations on the space vehicle.

Loads developed during several simulated handling operations of a 3.05-m (120-in.) diameter solid-rocket-motor segment are described in reference 43. Maximum accelerations occurred while lowering the segment onto a highway trailer. The levels were 0.22-g longitudinal, 0.10-g vertical, and 0.20-g lateral.

Reference 17 presents additional data on commercial handling operations, including the probabilities of packages receiving a drop from a given height for given handling systems or operations. Data are also presented to show the effect of size and weight of the package on drop height. Various methods of monitoring and reporting the data are also discussed in reference 17.
2.3 Verifying and Monitoring Transportation and Handling Loads

The actual transportation and handling loads are usually measured to verify the accuracy of the estimated loads, and they are monitored on selected vehicles to ensure that the vehicle's flightworthiness is not affected. Measurements are made at the points where the loads have been estimated and at other critical locations, as required, to define the input loads to the vehicle and the vehicle response.

Initially, the loads are usually measured during trial runs of instrumented transportation and handling systems both with and without an instrumented simulated space vehicle. Later, as the program develops, qualification tests are performed to measure these loads on an instrumented transport vehicle and an updated engineering model of the space vehicle. Frequently, during shipment of production flight vehicles from the factory to the launch pad, the transportation and handling loads are monitored to record unexpected occurrences that may produce load levels in excess of specifications.

Instrumentation and data analysis techniques vary, depending upon the type of information being sought. Instrumentation may consist of strain gages, load cells, and/or accelerometers. References 16 and 17 discuss the various instrumentation and recording systems used in transportation and handling studies. Methods used for analyzing the data are also discussed. Descriptions of instrumentation systems used specifically for acquiring spacecraft transportation and handling data are presented in references 39, 40, 42, and 43. The development of a special instrumentation package for measuring and recording the transportation environment is described in reference 48. This system, called the Transportation Environmental Measurement and Recording System (TEMARS), can operate continuously and unattended for over two weeks. The recorded data include direction, magnitude, and time of occurrence of transient vibration or shock forces above preset threshold levels, as well as periodic measurements of quasi-static phenomena.
3. CRITERIA

The transportation and handling loads acting on a space vehicle shall be determined as needed for space vehicle design. Transportation and handling loads shall be predicted by appropriate state-of-the-art analyses, verified by experimental measurements, and, to the extent necessary, monitored during transportation and handling to ensure that space vehicle allowable loads have not been exceeded.

3.1 Determination of Transportation and Handling Loads

The transportation and handling loads shall be determined, as necessary, for all phases of space vehicle movements, including at least the following:

- Loading on transporter or transportation vehicle
- Transporting to assembly, test, and launch sites
- Transferring from one transportation vehicle to another
- Unloading at assembly, test, and launch sites
- Moving (locally) by special ground handling equipment, dollies, or lift trucks
- Assembling and integrating with other space vehicle elements
- Erecting on the launch pad
- Recovering the space vehicle and returning to base (if applicable)

For each of the transportation and handling phases, the loads to be accounted for shall include all dynamic (shock and vibration), quasi-static, and static loads resulting from at least the following:

- Normal interaction with the transport medium (air, water, rail, road)
- Acceleration, deceleration, rotation, and impact of the handling device
- Starts, stops, and maneuvers of the transport vehicle
- Restraint at tiedowns and reaction points
All appropriate combinations of the above load sources in all directions of load application (vertical, longitudinal, lateral) shall be accounted for.

The transportation and handling loads shall be determined by suitable state-of-the-art methods of analyses. The analyses used shall predict the transportation and handling loads to the accuracy needed to permit adequate design.

### 3.2 Verification of Transportation and Handling Loads

Experimental measurements on engineering, prototype, or production models of space vehicles and transportation and handling systems shall be performed, as required, to verify the predicted transportation and handling loads.

### 3.3 Monitoring of Transportation and Handling Loads

Transportation and handling loads shall be monitored on shipments of production space vehicles to the extent necessary to ensure that the loads actually incurred are less than the allowable loads.
4. RECOMMENDED PRACTICES

To ensure that transportation and handling loads are adequately determined and accounted for in space vehicle design, close cooperation should be maintained between environmental specialists, dynamicists, structural designers, ground support equipment designers, packaging specialists, and instrumentation engineers. As a general rule, it is recommended that transportation and handling loads do not exceed the space vehicle allowable loads established by flight or other mission requirements. If the estimated loads exceed the allowable loads, the transportation or handling systems should be modified to provide sufficient attenuation to reduce these estimated loads to values less than the allowable loads. The space vehicle structure should be modified to withstand transportation or handling loads only if the transportation or handling system cannot be feasibly modified to attenuate these loads.

An initial selection of the transportation and handling systems should be made during the conceptual design phase because the basic structural configuration of the space vehicle, i.e., the size and weight of the stages, is constrained to some extent by the cargo volume, weight capacity, and other limitation of feasible transportation modes. When the space vehicle allowable load estimates first become available, an initial estimate of the transportation and handling loads should be made. This initial estimate and subsequent estimates of the transportation and handling loads should use an appropriate method of analysis based on the type of transportation and handling input data available and the nature of the space vehicle and transportation or handling system selected. The initial transportation and handling load estimates should be used to (1) provide guidance in evaluating and selecting appropriate transportation modes and handling devices, (2) establish load attenuation requirements for the design of transportation and handling fixtures, and (3) act as source inputs for the strength and fatigue analyses of the space vehicle.

The transportation and handling loads should be defined at the points where the space vehicle is supported during transportation and handling operations to facilitate comparison of loads for several transportation and handling systems and for use in subsequent analyses (e.g., natural vibration modal analyses, structural vibration prediction, structural response to mechanical shock). Because information on loads at attachment points is generally not available, loads measured at other locations should be used in suitable analyses to compute the loads at the attachment points.

The mathematical models used in the analyses of transportation and handling loads should contain enough degrees of freedom to represent the desired response of the system. No single type of analytical model representation can be recommended for all systems. It should be kept in mind that the accuracy of the computed response will vary with the complexity of the structure as represented by its mathematical model.
and with the number of the modes responding, as discussed in reference 2. References 1, 2, and 3 should be consulted for guidance on modeling techniques for space vehicles.

For predicted transportation and handling loads, the analytical models should simulate, individually, each significant loading direction for the transportation or handling operation under consideration. Actual loads and structures are complex and multidirectional and difficult to analyze; however, adequate results may often be obtained by analyzing 2-dimensional (planar) lumped-mass parameter models.

### 4.1 Determination of Transportation and Handling Loads

Transportation and handling loads should be estimated by one or more of the following prediction methods (see Section 2.1):

1. Analysis using limit load factors
2. Analysis of partial system with composite loadbed inputs
3. Scaling and extrapolation from similar system experience
4. Analysis of full system with transportation medium inputs

The particular method used to estimate the loads should be based on a number of considerations including the availability and applicability of pertinent data for the transportation and handling system under consideration, the detail of load definition required (which will depend on the severity of the load relative to space vehicle design loads), and the time and resources available. Applicable limit load factors from table I [method (1)] are recommended for use during preliminary design to determine whether a transportation and handling loads problem exists (Sec. 2.1.1). Note: This method of analysis results in very conservative estimates of the loads.

If the transport vehicles for the system under consideration are common carriers or special carriers on which loadbed loads have been measured, then composite load data should be used with a mathematical model of the partial system [method (2)] to estimate the loads (Sec. 2.1.2). The data used should cover a wide range of systems, operating conditions, and loads, to ensure that they encompass all conditions and factors likely to occur during transportation and handling of the new system. Load estimates resulting from this approach will also usually be conservative. The loadbed data should be closely examined to determine where the data were measured and their applicability to the proposed system. If, for example, the data have been measured on
the cargo floor of all types of commercial vehicles and loads, they can then serve as
input loads to the handling or vehicle support mechanism attached to the floor of the
transport vehicle. Applicable composite data of this type for the four major modes of
transportation are shown in figure 2. Other valid sources of composite data are
discussed in Section 2.2.2. Mathematical modeling of the system above the cargo floor
in an analysis that uses the cargo floor loads as inputs should be used to determine
input loads to the space vehicle and vehicle response to these loads (Sec. 2.1.2).

When available, loadbed data for the specific transportation vehicle or handling system,
rather than the data of figure 2, should be used to provide a more accurate estimate of
the loads. However, care should be taken that the data cover the range of conditions
likely to be encountered with the actual system. This approach is particularly
applicable to transportation and handling systems which are large compared to the
space vehicle, i.e., the space vehicle has little effect on the cargo-floor motions.
Aircraft, ship, and some rail cars fall into this category. Sources for loadbed data are
discussed in Section 2.2.2.

If the space vehicle transportation or handling system under consideration is similar to
a system for which load measurement data and either a mathematical model or the
physical characteristics required for the model are available, then the data should be
scaled or extrapolated (Sec. 2.1.3) to the new system using method (3). The
dynamicist should have a knowledge of the structure on which the data were recorded
to determine the effect of the load. The approach is best suited to systems in which
there is only a small change in the structure or weight of the new space vehicle,
compared with the structure and weight of the vehicle on which the load
measurements were made. The data used, however, should cover all the conditions
likely to be encountered by the system under consideration. Data should be sought
through internal reports or records since very little data of this type are available in the
general literature.

For entirely new transportation and handling systems or extensively modified systems
for which applicable data are unavailable or inadequate, the loads should be
determined by method (4), dynamic modeling and analysis of the entire system with
transportation medium inputs (Sec. 2.1.4). This method should also be used when the
time and phase relationships of the loads must be known, i.e., when such information
would significantly affect the results, or when the loading is judged critical from
preliminary analyses and detailed load definition is required. This method should also
be used in predicting loads for systems whose response will be significantly influenced
by the mass distribution and stiffness distribution of the space vehicle. Where
transportation vehicles such as aircraft, ships, and in some instances railroad cars are
large in comparison to the new space vehicle, the space vehicle will generally have little
influence on the response of the transportation vehicle. Prediction for such systems
should be based on composite loadbed data.
For this method of analysis, in which the entire system is modeled and analyzed, the environmental specialist should seek data describing the basic source of excitation of the transportation medium, i.e., road profile, rail profile, air turbulence or gusts, and wave height and frequency. A summary of the limited data available in the literature is given by reference and discussion in Section 2.2.1.

Of the four basic sources of excitation, the road profile is the input medium which, where feasible, should be determined by measurements along the actual route. For road transport, the measuring equipment described in reference 4 should be used to provide data describing the road profile. Road profiles should be monitored over the roughest section of the actual route. If time or circumstances do not allow this, previously measured data (ref. 4) or estimates (ref. 5) should be used. Use of estimates of the road profile such as those presented in reference 5 results in conservative predictions of the loads. Use of power-spectral-density data, such as those presented in reference 4, results in prediction of loads in terms of root-mean-square (rms) values. Maximum load values should be determined by multiplying the rms loads by a factor of 1.414 if the loads are sinusoidal and by a factor of 3 sigma if the loads are random.

For handling systems, the input to the system should be based on judgment and past experience. The significant loads that occur during handling operations are a result of human error, accident, or expediency in which the space vehicle receives a bump or sudden push or pull. These loads are chance phenomena and estimates of their magnitude and frequency of occurrence should be based on experience and described on a statistical basis. As discussed in Section 2.2.1.5, very few data of this type are available and it is necessary to establish arbitrary but reasonable inputs. For example, a step change in velocity may be considered reasonable for loads imposed by human error or expediency during raising and lowering handling operations. The velocities used should be related to the characteristics of the equipment being used. If accidents are to be considered, a reasonable drop height should be estimated for the equipment and operation being considered. Guidance to estimates of handling system inputs should be based on data discussed in Section 2.2.2.5. The inputs should be applied to a mathematical model of the system as described in references 13 and 14.

Conservative practices should be used in estimating the transportation and handling loads and appropriate safety factors should be used to account for any uncertainties in the data. Past experience and engineering judgment are required for assigning values to such factors because there are no relevant documented studies and recommended practices in this area. Reliability and applicability of the available data, validity and accuracy of the dynamic models, and possible combinations of load inputs to the system are recommended for consideration in applying safety factors. A discussion of safety factors and design load factors employed by various missile manufacturers is presented in reference 18.
If the space vehicle design loads from flight and sources other than transportation and handling are significantly greater than the loads induced by transportation and handling, only a limited analysis is required. If the induced transportation loads are close to the allowable loads, more extensive analyses should be performed. Although beyond the scope of this monograph, the analysis of vehicle response (ref. 2) should be considered as a logical extension of the analyses for predicting transportation and handling loads. This is particularly important in the design of a transporter or other special equipment where the transporter itself is designed to act as the load attenuation system.

Appropriate combinations of transportation and handling load inputs should be considered in arriving at the final estimated loads. For example, it is known that in actual ground transportation and handling operations, the loads can occur simultaneously along the three perpendicular axes. In addition, moments or torques can occur or tie-down loads, wind loads, and thermal expansion loads can occur at the same time. These combinations should be considered in arriving at the final predictions when such loads are known to act at the same time.

4.2 Verification of Transportation and Handling Loads

If the predicted values of transportation and handling loads are equal to, or more than, 50 percent of the values of allowable loads, then the predicted load values should be verified by load-measurement tests. Even if the predicted load values are less than 50 percent of the allowable values, load-measurement tests should be conducted if there are serious doubts concerning the accuracy or conservatism of the analyses used to predict the loads.

When it has been determined that load measurements are required, the recommended procedures for verification of transportation and handling loads are as follows. Prototypes of the transportation and handling systems should be instrumented to measure and record transportation and handling loads during trial runs of the systems. Trial runs should be conducted so that events occur in the same sequence and along the same route as the planned handling and transportation operations. A simulated space vehicle which has dynamic characteristics closely approximating the actual flight vehicle should be carried on the trial runs and be instrumented to measure its response to input loads from the prototype transportation and handling systems.

If the trial runs indicate the measured values of transportation and handling loads are close to the predicted loads, or are at least less than the allowable loads by a sufficient margin, then final verification of the loads should be made by tests of an instrumented prototype or production space vehicle with the instrumented prototype or production transportation and handling systems. These final load-verification tests should be
integrated with the qualification test programs for the transportation and handling systems. If feasible, these tests should be conducted for all phases of movement of the space vehicle or its major segments and for all conditions likely to be encountered during actual shipment. If this is not practical, the tests should at least duplicate the severest intransit and handling conditions likely to be encountered during normal shipping operation. The loads should be measured at the points where they have been estimated, particularly at the space vehicle attachment points and the transport vehicle loadbed, and at all locations on the space vehicle that have been judged critical as a result of space vehicle response analyses. Results of these tests should provide the basis for qualifying the transportation and handling systems. The tests should also establish the need for restrictions on specific transportation or handling operations. For example, if the loads are excessive for a particular transport vehicle speed and road type, a speed restriction should be imposed to ensure protection of the space vehicle.

Instrumentation used for measurements to verify the transportation and handling loads should be appropriate to the information being sought and the location on the vehicle. Selection of the type of instrumentation and the location of the instrumentation on the transportation and handling system should be determined jointly by the instrumentation engineers, dynamicists, strength engineers, and test engineers. In all cases, the instrumentation should not influence the measured response and should be capable of accurately measuring and recording the induced loads and the space vehicle response.

Whenever a program is undertaken to verify transportation and handling loads through measurement, these measurements should be of value to designers and analysts on similar programs. Therefore, it is recommended that during the data measurement and documentation phases, consideration be given to acquiring and presenting sufficient structural and dynamic information to allow the data to be used in estimating the loads on new systems.

4.3 Monitoring of Transportation and Handling Loads

Monitoring the transportation and handling loads is recommended during all shipments of the space vehicle when the maximum predicted loads are greater than 50 percent of the allowable loads. The instrument locations and types should be determined from evaluation of data measured in the load-verification test phase.

The monitoring instrumentation should be carefully selected for the position where it is to be mounted and the critical frequency regime of the transported structure. The instrumentation and recording system should be portable and capable of recording unattended for long periods. It is recommended that the self-contained system described in reference 48 be used for monitoring these loads.
The measurements obtained during production shipments should be used to verify that the space vehicle allowable loads have not been exceeded. In the event of an accident or an abnormal loading condition not previously considered, this information should be used to determine whether the space vehicle’s flightworthiness has been impaired.
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